
These past months God has been speaking to me about connection.  

If I attend church and volunteer at Village Green in various ways, does that mean I am connected with God? 

In some ways, these things can mask a disconnection with God. One of the gifts given to me as a result of the 

lockdown was having these things removed, which allowed me to see the need for a deeper connection with 

God Himself. These other things are good – attending church, serving, participating in life groups – they can 

help, but they need to be there as supports, not the main focus. 

Similarly, if I see people every Sunday at church and have a couple of short conversations that extend little 

beyond the superficial, does that mean I am connected with others? Another gift of the lockdown was in 

having the mask of connection removed (Feeling like I am connected just because we both show up to church 

every Sunday). God impressed on me the need to reach out and have more in-depth conversations with 

people. Some of the fears I had to face in reaching out were things like: 

• I won’t know what to say 

• They probably don’t want to hear from me 

• I’ll catch them when they are too busy for me 

• I don’t have anything to offer them 

I’ve learned that part of loving others is overcoming the fears and reaching out anyway. Part of loving others 

is connecting on a deeper level and trusting that God will give me what I need when I reach out. 

One of the things that has helped me continue to feel connected to the church during this period is having 

the services live-streamed from the VG sanctuary on a Sunday morning. Knowing we were all together at the 

same time, hearing the same message, focusing on the same worship songs, seeing the familiar backdrop 

made a difference. Seeing people comment in the chat online (even simply “Good morning, we are here”) 

made a difference to me. It also made a difference to be able to attend a life group online. I am thankful for 

the speed at which VG adapted and responded to the lockdown by making services and life groups available 

online. 
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